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Brigadier General Tudorică PETRACHE (Na-6)
Commander of SEEBRIG

SEEBRIG - Remembering the past,
looking into the future

Dear Readers,
South-Eastern Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG) was established and activated on 31st of August 1999 in Plovdiv/
Na-2. 2019 marks 20 years since this unique organization has become officially operational. It was an extraordinary event which brought together military personnel from seven European countries in order to build
up a military tool for South-Eastern Defense Ministerial (SEDM) Process. Since its establishment, SEEBRIG
proved to be an effective and important body for providing regional stability, security, and military cooperation in the area.

I am honored to write the foreword of this anniversary
magazine. It is a truly special event and this anniversary
gives us the opportunity to recall our year gone memories and to cherish them again.
Looking back
It has been a long and stimulating path since inception till what SEEBRIG represents today. We have come
across a lot of challenges, starting with operational aspects, SEEBRIG HQ relocations, member nations units/
subunits interoperability, multinational exercises and
participation to one mission in Afghanistan.
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On 1st of May 2001, Politico-Military Steering Committee (PMSC) Chairman declared to United Nations (UN),
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE), and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
that SEEBRIG is operationaly ready to be deployed for
operations. NATO evaluation process came next and
Initial Operational Capability was declared on 30th of
April 2004. As a result of training, commitment and
dedication to our mission, Full Operational Capability
was successfully fulfilled on 29th of October 2004. It
was a great accomplishment for this project and also for
this region “troubled” historically and divided for a long
time.

Capable now
Nowadays, our main effort is to continue this process of
interoperability and training. SEEBRIG’s 20 years history
obliges us to increase the rhythm, to be more effective
and to keep up with the latest technologies and military
procedures.We have done great steps and achieved
more expertise in this endeavour. In the past, SEEBRIG
nucleus staff had organized one or two exercise every
year. In 2019 we are involved in no less than 7 exercises.

Benjamin Franklin said: “without continual growth and
progress, such words as improvement, achievement,
and success have no meaning”. Exercises and training
are very important aspects of the complex life of our
brigade. Yearly basis SEEBRIG has been involved in multiple exercises either as organizer or participant with
observers and in response cells to different exercises
hosted by NATO and non-NATO structures.
A very important moment in SEEBRIG’s history was the
participation in mission in Afghanistan as Kabul Multinational Brigade IX (KMNB IX) for 6 months. By all means,
this mission increased the visibility, role and reputation
of SEEBRIG contributing for peace and stability in the
world, way beyond than our region and borders.
Apart from the operational aspects, let’s not forget the
complex process of HQ relocation during the years,
which fully involved the logistic support of our brigade and outstanding effort of the host nations (HN).
On rotational basis, the location of our HQ was hosted
by Plovdiv/Na-2 (1999-2003), Constanța/Na-6 (20032007), Istanbul/Na-7 (2007-2011) and now it is being
hosted by Larissa/Na-3 (2011-2020).
Nothing could have been achieved without the outstanding human resources provided my member nations. Dedicated and well-trained personnel under the
leadership of exceptional commanders brought SEEBRIG, step by step, to higher levels of proficiency and
competence.
All the difficulties we might have encountered, all the
challenges and moments he have shared together,
made us stronger, well prepared for our mission and
added more value, lessons learned and experience to
our brigade.
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Our main exercise, Seven Stars, reached last year the
12th edition. What we try all the time is to bring and
solve more stimulating, provocativeevents and incidents
during the exercise, in order to verify the procedures,
to update and increase their effectiveness. Moreover,
it is a great opportunity to train together with our affiliated units and to boost SEEBRIG reaction to various
circumstances emerged from Peace Support Operations (PSO), Humanitarian Assistance (HA) and Disaster
Relief Operations (DRO).
With my apologies of being redundant, I must emphasize again the great support and expertise we have received in our exercise by valuable participants from our
units and skillful augmentees from different organizations such as NRDC-Gr, NRDC-Tr, NRDC-Esp, LITPOLUKR Bde, OSCE, Na-2 CoE and Na-3 Red Cross.We
are continuously working to consolidate and develop
new lines of cooperation and training with NATO and
non-NATO structures (Multinational Division South
East, EU Operation Headquarters/Na-3), NATO Schools
and other Centres of excellences (Multinational Peace
Support Operations Training Center/Na-3, Public Affairs Regional Centre/Na-5, PfP Training Centre/Na-7).
On top of that, this year we have managed to organize
high level visits to various and significant structures and
organizations such as: NATO, UN Department of Peace
Operations, High Level Planning Group OSCE and
KFOR. According to our agreement, SEEBRIG is a mili-

Aside from the evaluation visits to affiliated units, which
are exceptional tools to interact with the troops and
their commanders, we have implemented and we organize every year Key Leader Training session in order to
improve communication, enhance dialogue and achieve
standardization.
Putting all together, we have now the entire picture of
what we have achieved, what we want from this structure and what is the way ahead.
Ready for future
Having a great foundation, created over the last 20
years by previous commanders and hardworking personnel, with the guidance and fully support of PMSC,
we can move forward and face the next challenges. We
are now confident that we can do more.
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tary force available for possible employment in UN or
OSCE-mandated NATO-led or EU-led conflict prevention and other peace support operations.Those meetings gave us the opportunity to meet with politicomilitary advisers, experts from operational and support
branches, distinguished commanders and professional
military personnel and to get insights of current military operations, core functions of the structures, tasks,
products, lessons learned, caveats and challenges.

Also I believe that in the future we need to change our
approach, based on the same mission of regional cooperation within the same frame of PSO, HA and DRO,
which actually made SEEBRIG a successful story in the
region. The new strategy for leaders has to be about
constantly adapting to change in an ever changing environment, on a global stage with various threats. Being
in close contact with UN, NATO, EU structures, we can
learn more, we can achieve more and in the end we will
be able to provide what we are actually training for: to
contribute to the regional security and stability in the
Euro-Atlantic area, and to foster cooperation among
the South-Eastern European countries.

In the end, I would like the emphasize the quality of the
hard work provided by SEEBRIG HQ personnel in creating the anniversary magazine. You can find inside good
overviews and perspectives about SEEBRIG’s past, present and future, from different branches point of view.
Wish you all the very best for the coming challenges
and tasks and always remember, together we can make
anything happen, because we are: “ONE TEAM, ONE
MISSION”.
Happy Anniversary SEEBRIG!
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Perceptions on the Importance
and Significance of SEEBRIG
MG (R) Zyber DUSHKU, (Na-1)
Former COMSEEBRIG (2009-2011)
“If we have no peace, it is because we have forgotten that we belong to each other.”
- Mother Teresa
South Eastern Europe Defence Ministerial process, started
as a necessity to establish a new paradigm of regional cooperation and the agreement on Multinational Peace Force
South Eastern Europe constitutes a significant development,
which opened the green light to the formation of SEEBRIG.

Recollecting special moments from these activities, I remain
thankful to the authorities and all involved personnel, for
well-planned and organized events, for their warm welcome
and hospitality, making our time enjoyable and memorable
in both professional and cultural point of view.

The inauguration ceremony on August 31, 1999, at the main
square of the beautiful ancient city of Plovdiv, where the first
headquarters was established, marked the birthday of SEEBRIG. Officers, NCOs, and civilians from seven nations, part
of the Nucleus Staff, commenced their work from scratch.
I was fortunate to be among those who served in the first
team of SEEBRIG HQ, as a staff officer (military engineer).

The location of SEEBRIG HQ adjacent to NRDC-T HQ, was
an advantage not only for sharing the same facilities, but
above all, for the close cooperation, which happened to be
very beneficial and helpful for our personnel, who had the
chance to participate in many exercises and other events
ofNRDC-T.

Inspired by the motto “One Team, One Mission”, under the
guidance of Politico Military Steering Committee and the
leadership of COMSEEBRIG, we worked hard in order to
create a solid base of directives, concepts, SOPs, and did our
best to make the brigade operational. SEEBRIG, like a new
baby, began to crawl, later on to walk steadily, but always
growing up consistently. The efforts made by the personnel
from the beginning, never declined, in contrary, expanded
further.
Years passed on, and while normally following the career, the
fate had reserved me a great surprise, to be back again to the
ranks of SEEBRIG. Good memories were playing back, while
on the plane heading to Istanbul, to take over my new position, this time as commander.
It was a memorable moment, when on July 15th of 2009, my
predecessor, officially handed me over the SEEBRIG flag with
the white dove and seven stars, embedded on it. I felt honoured and privileged having once again the opportunity to
serve under this flag which symbolizes peace and friendship
among our nations.
During the period 2009-2011, we planned and conducted
many events, such as conferences, seminars, meetings, trainings and exercises, etc. We conducted evaluation visits to all
assigned units at their home-base locations. Their operational capabilities, high level of training and professionalism,
convinced us that SEEBRIG was ready to accomplish its mission, either in Peace Support, or in Humanitarian and Disaster Relief Operations.

Living in the metropolitan city of Istanbul, with its natural
beauties, historical and cultural heritage was wonderful and
thrilling from all aspects. It is a city that manages to surprise
and enthrall in equal measure, with reminders of rich and tumultuous history. For SEEBRIG HQ members and their families it has been a rare occasion to explore also other parts of
Turkey, enjoy the beauty of the nature and the varieties of
the cuisine, learn about the lifestyle, economy, culture and
history of the Host Nation, where we spent an unforgettable
part of our life.
After bidding farewell and say goodbye to Istanbul, in June
2011, we relocated to Tyrnavos, Larissa, where a few weeks
later, on 14th of July, I handed over the duty to my successor.
Regardless of where HQ locates, the gravity and importance
stay with its people. Being privileged having twice the possibility of working with wonderful people from seven nations, I
would like to extend my greetings to everyone who has been
part of our common journey.
Undoubtedly, SEEBRIG represents today a success story of
our defence cooperation. Over the years, it has changed tremendously and is consolidated into a capable multinational
military unit, ready to accomplish its mission, whenever and
wherever our nations may deem it necessary.
On this 20th Anniversary, we should be proud of what we
have achieved together and feel happy that the authorities
of our nations have been willing to preserve and maintain
SEEBRIG for so long, as a symbol of peace and stability in
our region.
I wish the best and success to SEEBRIG!
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Four Challenging Years as
Chief of Staff of SEEBRIG
MG (R) Petar PETROV, (Na-2)
Former COS (1998-2002)
Upon my graduation from the UK Joint Services Command
and Staff College, in December 1998 I was appointed as
Chief of Staff of SEEBRIG. Starting in January 1999, together with 3 other Na-2 officers, I was actively involved in
preparations for establishment and activation of the SEEBRIG HQ in its first location in Plovdiv, Na-2.

augmentees, technical and staff personnel from the assigned units. During this exercise was used a Joint Theatre
Level Simulation System provided by Na-7. The exercise
was a step ahead to improve SEEBRIG effectiveness and
to enhance interoperability between SEEBRIG HQ and the
subordinated Units.

By the beginning of May 1999, the HQ infrastructure in Plovdiv was almost ready and multinational Transition Team
lead by SEEBRIG COS was activated in accordance with the
decision of SEDM. The Team consisted of all chiefs of sections of the future Brigade HQ.

As a result of all these exercises and hard work, on the 1st of
May 2001 the PMSC Chairman declared to the UN, OSCE,
NATO and WEU that SEEBRIG is ready to be deployed for
operations.

We had to prepare the Inauguration Ceremony, to develop
SEEBRIG SOPs and some of the main SEEBRIG Directives,
to plan the first SEEBRIG CPX by the activation of the HQ.
These activities continued after the Inauguration Ceremony.
In August 1999 all the HQ personnel and their families arrived and our CIMIC officer Cpt. Kiril GEORGIEV and HN
Interpreters helped them to be accommodated and integrated in Plovdiv. At that time SEEBRIG HQ Coy and CIS
Coy started to support every day’s activities of the HQ.
The Inauguration Ceremony was held on 11 September
1999. Bde Gen. Hilmi Akin ZORLY (Na-7 Army) was the first
SEEBRIG Commander. He held the posts for 2 years.
In December 1999 we conducted in Plovdiv the first SEEBRIG command post exercise – CPX SEEBRIG 1999. For this
exercise SEEBRIG HQ was fully activated and officers from
the assigned units worked together for first time. SEEBRIG
checked in practice its brand new Operations Concept and
Standing Operations Procedures. Additionally, the exercise
promoted cooperation and friendship among the 246 participants from 7 nations.
In September 2000 the first command field exercise Seven
Stars 2000 was conducted in Koren Training Range (100
km south from Plovdiv, Na-2.) For the first time SEEBRIG
deployed on the field. SEEBRIG HQ Concept, Operations
Concept, CIS Concept and Logistic Concept have been
checked on the field. A total of 1678 military personnel participated in this exercise, with more than 400 vehicles. The
exercise training objectives were fully achieved.
In March 2001 a computer-aided exercise “CAX 01” was
conducted at the HQ SEEBRIG with the participation of

In June 2001 the brigade level field training exercise SEVEN
STARS 2001 was conducted in Na-2. By taking advantage
of being on the field, the interoperability of the CIS equipment was tested. A multinational Combat Service Support
Battalion was deployed and worked on the field for the first
time. The Draft Generic Operation Plan for peacekeeping
operations was put into the test on the field. Totally 2065
personnel and 533 vehicles from the seven nations participated.
An Engineering Task Force was added as an integral component to SEEBRIG, which increased the utility of the brigade in humanitarian missions. In April- June of 2001 the
ETF conducted its first exercise Cornerstone in Na-1 with
total 436 personnel. ETF together with engineer units from
US Forces and support elements from Host Nation constructed 2.7km road - part of KFOR Main Supply Road in
Milot river area
On 31 August 2001 COMSEEBRIG Handover Ceremony
was held in Plovdiv. Then I had the chance to work for 2
years with another excellent SEEBRIG Commander - Brigadier General Andreas KOUZELIS (Na-3 Army).
In May 2002 we conducted CPX Seven Stars 2002 in Plovdiv, with the participation of the allocated units as response cells. This was the first exercise after the rotation of
personnel in September 2001 and we had over 230 participants.
The second exercise of SEEBRIG ETF was conducted in
June and July 2002 in Na-2. ETF, US Engineers and Host
Nation Support Elements – totally 468 participants worked
on three projects (construction of new bridge, renovation
of an old bridge and renovation of an orphanage)
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In 2002 officers from SEEBRIG took part in NATO Exercises
“Southern Star” and “On guard” in Na-7. Of course, we also
had a lot of other activities – visits by delegations, evaluation visits, conferences, etc. and we also prepared to change
the location of the HQ and relocate SEEBRIG to Na-6.
It was really hard work, but we were highly motivated and
strongly believed, that our duty is to prepare SEEBRIG to
deploy and conduct PSO in the best possible way, if and
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when a political decision is taken. All military personnel
from the seven nations had been working in close cooperation and friendship. For me these four years as Chief of Staff
of SEEBRIG were the most challenging, but also the most
fruitful time in my military carrier. I have best recollections
about my SEEBRIG Commanders General ZORLY and General KOUZELIS and about all colleagues officers and NCOs
from all seven nations.

FORMER COMMANDERS

20 Years!!! Amazing.
LTG (R) Andreas KOUZELIS, (Na-3)
Former COMSEEBRIG (2001-2003)

In 1999 serving in HNDS as SEDM project officer, I could
never imagine that after 2 years I would be appointed as
the 2nd SEEBRIG commander, and 20 years later I would be
asked to comment for this.
My service started with a brilliant change of command ceremony in PLOVDIV’s central square, with the presence of
the Bulgarian Prime Minister and a lot of officials from many
countries.
Thanks to the great job of my predecessor Gen ZORLU, it
was almost easy for me to cope with all the current issues
and activities, to incorporate the new officers and to establish good relations with the local authorities.
The first period was devoted to finalize all the appropriate
documents and SOP’s, to make the preparations for the
coming exercises, to participate in PMSC and SEDM meetings, to visit the SEEBRIG allocated units and to make SEEBRIG more familiar around countries and army organiza-

tions. The contribution of PMSC chairman Mr DRANGA was
crucial for the smooth operation of our brigade.
The moto’ ONE TEAM ONE MISSION’ we established, was
our guide for accomplishing all our targets’. In this spirit we
managed to create a family atmosphere among our staff.
The internal football fights between my team and COL
DEMIRAL’s one are unforgettable.
The CIS project was an important task we managed to finalize, obtaining all the necessary equipment for making SEEBRIG fully operational. The smooth movement of SEEBRIG’s
HQ from PLOVDIV to CONSTANTA was also a remarkable
event.
The awarding with higher medals from the Presidents of
Bulgaria and Romania was a special honor for me.
Finalizing I will never forget my service in SEEBRIG and I
wish all the best to SEEBRIG and its personnel.
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Socio-Cultural Aspects of
Peacekeeping.
LTG (R) Giovanni SULIS, (Italy)
Former COMSEEBRIG (2003-2005)

Peacekeeping operations, whether run by the United Nations or carried out by coalitions, usually have a prevalent
political and strategic dimension, while the socio-cultural aspects are often left out. However, issues such as identity and
belonging, shared values, forms of communication, interpersonal and group relations, are of fundamental importance in
determining the outcome of peacekeeping missions.
In fact, although the constituent elements of each operation are predominantly of political, legal and economic nature, and therefore pertinent to the political objectives of
the mission itself, the relations that are established between
peacekeepers and between them and the local population
are equally important for a positive and effective intervention of the international community.
In other words, it can be stated that the objectives of peacekeeping mainly concern the political aspects of the phenomenon, while the means of such operations, that is how the
operators carry out their own intervention in the field, mainly
concern aspects of social, cultural and organizational nature.
This second dimension is therefore the primary object of sociological analysis, in order to obtain a complete and correct
evaluation of peacekeeping missions, whose socio-cultural
aspects influence the political ends.
A first very important aspect of the socio-cultural dimension
concerns therefore the relations between peacekeepers and
the local population of the State hosting the mission. Between these two classes a series of asymmetries emerges,
the first of which is economic: the personnel deployed in
these operations, in fact, receive a salary that is much greater
than that which most of the locals receive. Moreover, peacekeeping operations mainly take place in areas where poverty
is widespread, further accentuating the difference.
It is an objective fact that, in a positive sense, can be considered a stimulus, a goal to be achieved with the complete
political and economic integration of the host country.
Linked to the economic condition, there is a second asymmetry, which can be defined psychological and cultural. In
fact, an important subjective dimension, that is fundamental
for understanding the strategies of international operators
in the field, emerges. While interacting with the local popula-
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tion, peacekeepers frequently resort to the categorization of
the individuals they come into contact with, attributing them
certain defining characteristics.
In some instances, however, this process leads to a classification of the subjects that is biased by cultural stereotypes,
resulting in an even wider gap between the local population
and the peacekeepers.
A second dimension can now be added to the first one, this
time related to the internal military organization and the
attitude and motivation of the soldiers taking part in these
missions.
The changed and dynamic context that characterizes the international system is now reflected in the structure of peacekeeping operations that States and International Organizations deploy in crisis situations. Peacekeeping missions take
place in a context that no longer responds to the traditional
logic of war, based on friend / enemy opposition, but takes
place in an environment that many researchers call “fuzzy”,
or ambiguous and complex.
The simple dichotomy friend / enemy no longer applies to
peacekeeping mission, characterized by the presence of
multifaceted opposing parties, variable alliances and a weak
distinction between belligerents and non-belligerents.
Furthermore, in addition to the challenge of translating political objectives into military plans, peacekeeping is characterized by the lack of an enemy in the traditional sense of the
word. Additionally, in the field, the above scenario is complicated by the coexistence of a large number of individuals, including innocent, unknown, neutral and third parties,
which the military organization must take into account in the
pursuit of its mandate.
At the same time, due to a change in the world context,
the Armed Forces of most of the States of the international
community find themselves in a period of transition: from a
“modern” mass army, characteristic of the age of nationalism,
to a “ post-modern” military organization, in which nationalism is bound by the rise of new global social organizations.
The main features of this transition are the state security
threats shifting from a national level to a sub-national and

Nowadays, the traditional military ideology seems therefore
to have been replaced by a blurred one, which reinterprets
the role of the military organization both in the light of the
new international post-modern context and the more constrained environment of the peacekeeping force.
In conclusion, the complexity of the peacekeeping operations described above must lead to an increased cooperation between the United Nations and other regional orga-

nizations involved in the management of peacekeeping
operations (see SEDM / SEEBRIG). On one hand this will
make a more efficient response to the challenges posed by
the new international order possible, thanks to the diversified competences of the organizations involved, and on the
other it will lead to an evolution of the tasks of all players, in
particular with regards to civil-military cooperation.
For what concerns, for example, NATO and the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), in fact, the
former has assumed a predominantly military function, while
the latter operates through the support to civil society, the
monitoring of human rights and the measures for building
institutions in post-conflict countries.
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non-military one, the restructuring of military organization
from one based on conscripts to one made up of professionals and reserves and the reduction of the military expenditure.

FORMER COMMANDERS

Long Live SEEBRIG
BG (R) Zdravko POPOVSKI, (Na-5)
Former COMSEEBRIG (2011-2013)

Dear SEEBRIG Family,
Anniversaries are wonderful, magical, celebratory occasions.
Anniversaries are opportunities for recollections of the years
gone by and positive reflections for the years ahead. Anniversaries are a time to look back at the good times and a
time to look ahead to wonderful tomorrows.
This year on 31st August 2019 we all marked a jubilee on the
occasion of the 20th Anniversary of the birth of the institutional architecture of the Multinational Peace Force: SouthEastern Europe Brigade–SEEBRIG and twenty years of dedicated work in promoting regional military cooperation in the
area of defence and security. The South-Eastern Europe Brigade is, no doubt, the most significant project of the SEDM
Process. It is characterized by the best defined state ends,
the longest evolution history and the most developed spirit
of cooperation mechanisms through transparency and flexibility.
These past years have been a happy and successful years in
some many ways. Those have been defined by a kaleidoscope
of happy memories, supportive friendships and enduring relationships. Of course there have also been some paths that
may have been slightly more difficult to travel together. Yet
in spite and despite the odd stumbling blocks along the way
– we as SEEBRIG Family have traveled through twenty years
- together, supportive, encouraging and enduring.
I believe that matters most is the heart and conviction of the
SEEBRIG’s soldiers, NCO’s and officers for the institutions its
noble legacy, and the service to our armies and nations. We
all look forward to another wonderful years - a time to build
and strengthen forged relationships even further; a time to
create and cherish even more shared memories and a time
filled with dreams that are brought ever closer and milestones - whatever they may be - achieved.
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Nowadays, as we celebrate and share our Anniversary, let
me, greet all fellow SEEBRIG members–retired and in active
service alike and civilian professionals a happy and rewarding 20th SEEBRIG Anniversary. It doesn’t matter where we
go in life or what we achieve, or what we do - what matters
most is who you have beside you along the way.
Thank you - one and all - for being part of SEEBRIG Family
and beside us these past years. and may you be ever near in
the years ahead.
Over the past twenty years, every year, we proudly look back
to our beginnings of our institution. Let this festive atmosphere be both a commemoration of our milestones and a
pledge of our commitment towards the realization of unique
vision, that SEEBRIG have been, are, and will be a strong and
credible Multinational Peace Force that our Nations can be
proud of.
I avail this opportunity to express my deepest gratitude and
appreciations to current HQ Personnel, as well to those who
are somewhere on other world meridians, for their outstanding performance and contribution given for the good providence of SEEBRIG.
I wish all of you best of luck and the strength to continue this
common project, proving that SEEBRIG is success story. At
the very end, allow me once again, to congratulate you, and
wish you and your families, good health and prosperity in the
years to come.
Long live SEEBRIG !

LTG (R) Virgil BALACEANU, (Na-6)
Former COMSEEBRIG (2007-2009)
It’s hard to believe, but it’s already been one decade since
the SEEBRIG change of command.
History in itself, universal history is reproduced in centuries,
the personal one, in decades.
A chapter in history that allows for a brief remembrance of
the things that happened back then, along with the aspirations, achievements and, why, not, the failures of the past ten
years.
I sincerely have to say that the two years acting as COMSEEBRIG have forever left their mark, becoming an essential
landmark in my professional existence as a whole, in my career, in my life.
Why would these years be so important to me? Because they
amount to the peak of my commanding experience, and I
can proudly state that I was the first Romanian General to
ever fulfill such a multinational position. A brief listing of the
2007-2009 SEEBRIG achievements would be, in a random
but definitely emotional order- the SEEBRIG Family; the unfulfilled perspective of deployment in Afghanistan as the Kabul Regional HQ; the CPX-SEVEN STARS exercises, with their
LIVEX component (a remarkable achievement made possible by Turkey’s major contribution) and last but not least,
accentuating the readiness training for natural and industrial
disasters relief.
Of course, there also were some failures, as not having a
SEEBRIG hymn and salute, or not taking part in the NRF amphibious component exercise in the Black Sea (a new and
vital zone, so sensitive, yet so fluid), and the greatest one of
them- not deploying the SEEBRIG HQ in a major operations
theatre.
On the other hand, I have to underline the intense talks with
Serbia and Ukraine during the aforementioned years, with
the SEEBRIG Kiev visit, lead by the Commander and the
Ukrainian Deputy Chief of Staff. A clear proof that SEEBRIG
represented back then, and still does, a gateway to NATO,
a complex mechanism of regional cooperation values and
good neighborhood that act as both its basis of existence
and certainty for the future. We must not forget that 2008
was a crucial year for NATO, with its indecision of granting
MAP to Georgia and Ukraine, a situation that provided a
proper ground for the subsequent invasion of the former,

the beginning of the Russian Federation expansion to the
West. Serbia represents another good example of improper
regional management, as in 2006 it became a PfP member,
and the following years it showed a great interest of becoming a full member of SEEBRIG and SEEDM.
It would be really difficult for me to mention all the special
people I worked with during those years, but I have to remember the late General Neyko Nenov, a marking personality from whom I took over in 2007. His name, and why not,
Romania’s name will always be related to SEEBRIG’s first deployment in an operation theatre.
Northern Macedonia had SEDM-CC/PMSC Chairmanship
during the 2007-2009 period. With great joy I receive the
long-awaited solution for this young republic’s name dispute.
Dum Spiro Spero would be a more fitting slogan for the Balkans, the so-called powder keg of Europe. Along with Bosnia
and Herzegovina’s relation to SEEBRIG, our cultural, historical, geopolitical and geostrategic space that we all belong to
is ever closer to the long-wanted Pax Balkanica.
Quo Vadis Balkans- a question that arises with the birth of
our national states, a question that has been around for two
centuries, and to which SEEBRIG holds the answer.
I have to remember Mrs. Radica Gareva, my Skopje “boss”
that succeeded in managing, with competence and charisma,
specific to the new feminine political wave, difficult situation
that arose, even more so as in those times, the Macedonian
issue was a very present one.
Each time, in a SEEBRIG presentation, we adopted the NATO
Oberamergau School solution, the SEEBRIG nations being
identified by a number between 1 and 7, a bizarre political
and diplomatic solution that worked wonders at the time.
I need to remember all my HQ colleagues and the commanding teams of the affiliate units, naming each of them
would take too much time, and such, I will only mention my
two Turkish brothers in arms, colonels Ali EKER and Selami
CIMBAT, and trough them, all my colleagues, basically my
brothers in arms. I will not forget my Romanian SEEBRIG
team, that lived up to the SEEBRIG standards.
What does the world, what does Europe and the South-East
look like ten years after?
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The world hasn’t changed that much, having the same problems with terrorism, global warming, economic polarization,
migration, hot or frozen conflicts and the still not classified
nuclear file.
Europe, on the other hand, is different, at least as far as its security and defense status goes. Its two major concerns, both
specifically managed, the Russian Federation’s aggressivity
and the migration issues, belonging to MENA, are forcing
NATO and the EU to adopt a new paradigm in defense and
security. Euroatlantism vs. Defense Europe are two ways of
trying to say more and better, to preserve territorial integrity
and national stability.
South- Eastern Europe reshaped its context with the 2014
Crimean invasion, as a south-eastern NATO and EU flank.
One that is being, undoubtedly reinforced by a new NATO
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doctrine and a stronger US presence. A policy that seems
out-phased, as the main efforts concentrate on the northeastern flank. This state of the matter calls for a re-evaluation and for finding the most suitable solutions to re-balance
the deterrence efforts, as this flank along with the Black Sea
space falls under the most probable expansion intentions
coming from the Russian Federation, most likely on the general strategic direction of Donbass- Crimea- Odessa. From
this perspective, SEEBRIG needs to adapt to the new defense and security concepts for the south-eastern flank. Redefining the levels of ambition, emphasizing the new types
of mission concerning military mobility and securing the
Balkan and the straits lines of communications. Reassessing
cooperation with Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine becomes
a proactive action in developing and enforcing regional security, and fully integrating Serbia in SEEDM an extremely
important objective.

BG Faruk METIN, (Na-7)
Former COMSEEBRIG (2016-2017)

I would like to express my gratitude to COMSEEBRIG BG
Tudorica PETRACHE and SEEBRIG HQ staff for giving me
this opportunity to share my opinions on the occasion of the
20th anniversary of SEEBRIG’s establishment.
I was proud to command SEEBRIG for the period of 17 October 2016 - 24 August 2017. As COMSEEBRIG, I commanded
a multinational and multicolored brigade which has the flags
of six countries and waves them proudly at Camp Schina.
We strived for substantial progress through implementation
of concrete and target-oriented projects during my tour of
duty. Together with my staff, I furthered the dialogue and cooperation among Member Nations, acted constructively to
reach the MPFSEE objectives, increased collaboration with
regional as well as international organizations.
The Southeastern Europe Brigade has been making great
progress since it was put into action in 1999. As we all witness, the objective to construct as well as to keep peace, security and stability in the South Eastern Europe region has
now been achieved through a process of cooperation among
the Member and Observer Nations of SEDM.
We conducted Exercise SEVEN STARS-16, a major event for
SEEBRIG, with participation of augmentees from affiliated
units. This exercise was of great value to introduce SEEBRIG
HQ staff to the subordinate unit’s commanders and improve
SEEBRIG’s capabilities.
As well as Exercise SEVEN STARS-16, we also attached great
value to the SEDM Exercises and Projects which are designed to facilitate interoperability among Member Nations
and advance institutionalization within the SEDM Process.
Apart from conducting exercises, I attended PMSC, SEDM
and DCHOD meetings chaired by SEDM Chairmanship.

These meetings were useful tools for SEEBRIG HQ to increase collaboration with nations. Through these activities,
I had opportunity to directly address member nations that
helped improve cooperation. It also provided us valued input, continued support, and active collaboration with the
Secretariat.
It is essential to employ SEEBRIG operationally and demonstrate its capabilities, because so far SEEBRIG was deployed
only to Afghanistan in 2006, but it has not been tasked since
then. The consolidation and optimization of SEEBRIG’s relations with international organizations, especially with NATO
is noteworthy. As the operational arm of SEDM, we should
also explore ways and means to further SEEBRIG’s capabilities and its utility within NATO, UN, OSCE or EU-led operations.
I’m glad to hear the marked improvement mentioned by
COMSEEBRIG and nucleus staff that SEEBRIG has been
making to strengthen and enrich the military and political
cooperation, and to develop a peaceful, secure and stable
environment to promote regional cooperation, neighborly
interactions, and stronger regional defense capacities.
I avail myself of this opportunity to congratulate SEEBRIG
for its 20th anniversary of establishment. I firmly believe that
SEEBRIG will maintain its pivotal role in the South Eastern
Europe Defense Ministerial Process in the future as well.
I would like to convey my best wishes to COMSEEBRIG and
his staff for success to further the SEDM Process for continued peace, security and stability in Southeastern Europe.
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FORMER COMMANDERS

Congratulations SEEBRIG for
the 20th Anniversary
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Capacity Building
COL Murat VURAL, (Na-7)
DCOS OPS

CAPACITY BUILDING
South Eastern Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG) was established as
a tool of South Eastern Defense Ministerial (SEDM) Process,
aiming to promote regional stability and security, to foster
political and military trust, and to develop military cooperation among the member countries. In order to reach these
goals SEEBRIG HQ`s main priority was and still is to enhance
its capacity. Since its establishment, SEEBRIG worked very
hard for capacity building. And now all SEEBRIG HQ members have still been working to strengthen and deepen cooperation with international organizations as well as member nations. On and on SEEBRIG’s capacity is growing and
visibility is getting clearer. This effort is still ascending on
three pillars now. These pillars are exercises, trainings and
active collaboration efforts with international actors.
Exercises
Exercises are one of these elements. By participating or especially conducting exercises, SEEBRIG shows its capabilities
and cooperate with the other actors. Furthermore, exercises
are main tool for SEEBRIG to prepare the HQ staff and subordinate units for Peace Support Operations (PSO) missions
in a multinational environment. According to the SEEBRIG’s
exercise policy, with the esteemed support of PMSC Secretariat and host nation, SEEBRIG conducts one main Exercise
named SEVEN STARS (SS), and participate in one SEDM
Exercise named South Eastern Europe Simulation (SEESIM)
every two years.

Exercise SEESIM 2018
Exercise SS is the most important activity and represents the
training milestone event for SEEBRIG and usually takes place
every two years under the framework of Command Post Exercise. The main aim is to train SEEBRIG HQ according to
Crisis Establishment, which constitutes the Primary Training
Audience. Training and fostering the C2 system with the affiliated units, which participate in the exercise as Response
Cells and play the role of Secondary Training Audience, is
another key result that SS aims to achieve. Approximately
150/200 personnel are attending the SS exercises including
nucleus staff, subordinate units, member nations, sister HQs
andcivilian actors such as Red Cross and Red Crescent.
Starting one year before the execution phase and headed by
COMSEEBRIG, HQ staff applies NATO Operation Planning
Process (OPP) with the participation of subordinate units and
experts from other organizations. Concurrently with OPP, exercise planning is carried out phase by phase. Exercise Specifications Conference, Initial Planning Conference, Main Planning Conference, Final Planning Conference are conducted
to plan the structure of Exercise SS, together with representatives from member nations and unit commanders.

Exercise SEVEN STARS 2018
16
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In addition to these planned exercises, SEEBRIG also seeks
for the possibility for its participation in various international
exercises conducted by NATO HQs, EU and SEEBRIG member nations. By taking part in these exercises and planning
phases, SEEBRIG personnel have been learning how NATO
exercises and Operational Planning Process are conducted,

Throughout its history, SEEBRIG attended many exercises
performed by other international
2D Graph 1 HQs. The number of exercises that SEEBRIG is attending is increasing year by year.

2D Graph 1
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Figure 1. SEEBRIG participation in exercises
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The second element for SEEBRIG HQ to enhance cooperation with international actors by improving the staff capabilities is training. Training is an essential tool to achieve an
appropriate standard of proficiency for SEEBRIG HQ staff
through the integration of experiences gathered in real
missions, exercises and staff studies and it supports the assessment and development of military concepts, military
standards and operational capabilities.
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During their tours of duty in SEEBRIG HQ, nucleus staff
has been attending individual courses in NATO SchoolYears
Oberammergau, NCISS School in Latina and PfP Training
Centers. Approximately 15 personnel takes on-site courses
each year.
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and adapt these experiences to planning process and execution of Exercise SS.

A R T I C L E S

As well as individual trainings, several collective trainings
are conducted in SEEBRIG HQ, provided by Mobile Training
Teams invited from PfP Training Centers, NATO HQs and
local entities. As an example, in 2018, Disaster Relief Operations Course, Crisis Communication Course and CIMIC
Course were successfully conducted with the participation
of all SEEBRIG HQ staff.
Additionally, Key Leader Training is conducted yearly basis
in the SEEBRIG HQ to train subordinate units’ commanders and to enhance coordination between nucleus staff and
units. This training also provides the commanders to get
acquainted with nucleus staff and discuss future activities
of SEEBRIG.
Active Collaboration and Interoperability
Taking into consideration the necessity of improving the
collaboration and interoperability with international military entities andthe spirit of “Public Diplomacy Strategy”,
SEEBRIG HQ personnel has been visiting fundamental international organizations, sister HQs, NATO and non-NATO
entities. These visits are of great importance to show SEEBRIG’s capabilities and increaseits visibility in the region.
They are also providing an environment for discussion on
strategic issues regarding SEEBRIG’s futureand giving the
opportunity to exchange views on topics of mutual interest.

Visit to SHAPE HQ Belgium 2019
In addition to the visits to aforamentioned entities, with the
evaluation team, COMSEEBRIG visits subordinate units in 2
year period to assess the ability of the units and provide
the highest possible degree of standardization in SEEBRIG
community. Evaluation visits also provide COMSEEBRIG to
directly interact with high level officials and military staff of
member nations.

Only in the first half of 2019, one-third of SEEBRIG HQ
had the opportunity to visit high level organizations such
as UN HQ, NATO HQ, OSCE and KFOR. The staff gained
outstanding experience and learned their way of working.
These partakers shared their experiences with the rest of
HQ staff by after action review meetings, and also with the
subordinate units during Key Leader Training. Considering
the SEEBRIG’s possible employment in missions to be mandated by United Nations, OSCE, NATO or EU, strengthening cooperation with these organizations are remarkable
steps for SEEBRIG HQ.

Evaluation Visit 2017

Visit to UN DPO HQ USA 2019

Evaluation Visit 2018
18
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Since 1999, SEEBRIG paved a long way by fulfilling important tasks received from PMSC. The positive result of all this
work can only happen with the excellent relations and professionalism among the NS personnel and profitable and
committed contributions from all Member Nations.We believe that, continuing cooperation with international actors
will strengthen the SEEBRIG’s position in the region and will
reinforceits capacity building efforts.
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Furthermore, SEEBRIG HQ has been receiving worthwhile
visitors aimed at building relationship and fostering cooperation, including local authorities, sister HQs and officials
from NATO and non-NATO entities.
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SEEBRIG Journey
COL Vladimir STOJANOVSKI, (Na-5)
DCOS SUP
SEEBRIG journey during the years
Preface
SEEBRIG journey has been started in 1999 when our leaders agree to foster regional cooperation and to promote
stability in this part of Europe.
At that time, our nations emerged from the near past of
huge historical changes in the region and beyond, and at
the same time they could sense the arrival of the times of
positive changes and the overall progress of the region.
Euro-Atlantic aspirations were on the agenda of the nations, and during the years all SEEBRIG members succeed
to fulfill NATO requirements and join Alliance (pending ratification process for Na-5) and also to proceed with further
integration in the family of European nations.
From this time distance, we can undoubtedly say that the
decision of our leaders to form the initiative, and thus to
start the establishment of SEEBRIG as a military toll, is one
of the most valuable long-term decisions of that time.
The Beginning
Changing a place of living and place of work is a stressful event
in our lives. As soldiers, we should be used to this and be prepared to follow unpredictable career paths during our service.
Of course, members of our families are bearing the burden of
military life with us and they should be prepared, too.

Plovdiv

Greeted by Plovdiv, members of SEEBRIG and their
families had the opportunity to enjoy one of the Europe’s oldest continuously inhabited cities. Like Rome,
Plovdiv is on both sides of seven hills. It is best loved for
its romantic old town, packed with colorful and creaky
19th-century mansions that are now house-museums,
galleries and guesthouses.
First move
However, the journey must carry on and the next stop
for SEEBRIG HQ was Constanta, Na-6.
Plans and preparation for 1st relocation were conducted by nucleus staff members, led by 2nd SEEBRIG Commander, BG Andreas KOUZELIS from Na-3.

In accordance with MPFSEE Agreement, the South-Eastern
Europe Brigade was established and activated by seven participating Nations, on 31st of August 1999 in Plovdiv, Na-2.
Brigadier General Hilmi Akin ZORLU from Na-7 was the first
commander of SEEBRIG.

SEEBRIG adaptability as an organization has been
proved during the years in many occasions. Firstly, in the
months of setting up original HQ in Plovdiv with no or
little experience and secondly when in 2003 SEEBRIG
HQ moved to Constanta.

Certainly, the beginning of the formation of the brigade was
a challenge for the pioneer members of the staff. The joint
will and dedication to the work of the staff, as well as the
support from the host country enabled the establishment of
SEEBRIG and the start of its work.

That was first relocation of the SEEBRIG HQ, and a big
challenge for members during the years when both
Na-2 and Na-6 have approached NATO membership.

First ever SEEBRIG Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
were made there. Also first planning and execution of exercises and official visits had happened in Plovdiv. Sure, those
were exciting times.
20
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Activation of HQ in Constanta happened on second
half of 2003 with presence of the highest authorities
from our countries, which was another proof that SEEBRIG successful story had wide political support.

A R T I C L E S

It is challenging to clarify all the beauties of this town
and region of Thessaly. Are those sunshine days, sweetness of fruits or maybe local “coffee culture”?

Constanta

Between 2003 and 2007 SEEBRIG HQ was located in
Constanta, the main city of Na-6 Black Sea Coast. It was
perfect location for the SEEBRIG HQ Nucleus Staff and
their families to benefit from the sun, sea and cosmopolitan way of life.

Usual “coffee time” in Larissa

It was also a perfect opportunity for them to experiment and enjoy a truly multicultural city of the Balkans
with rich history and traditions still alive, with different
ethnicities living in peace and harmony, a true embodiment of SEEBRIG spirit.
SEEBRIG Commanders in Constanta were BG Giovanni
SULIS from Na-4 and BG Neyko NENOV from Na-2
A taste of Mega City
The third big challenge was relocation to Istanbul in
2008. That was a step further in development of SEEBRIG HQ and its strengthening.

Istanbul

Istanbul is a major city in Turkey that overlaps Europe
and Asia across the Bosphorus Strait. This Mega city offers many possibilities and provides different flavors for
everybody who lives in it. It might be a challenging for
family members to adapt on this never sleeping city.
But, nucleus staff of SEEBRIG, together with support from Na-7, succeeded to provide environment
and working conditions for further development and
growth.
SEEBRIG Commanders in Istanbul were BG Virgil BALACEANU from Na-6 and BG Zyber DUSHKU from Na-1.
Final Stop…so far
From July until August 2011 relocation from Istanbul to
Larissa was conducted.

Larissa

As a generation benefit from this area, we can say that it
is an enjoyment to be here and consume this culture together with local population together with our families.
SEEBRIG Commanders in Larissa were BG Zdravko
POPOVSKI from Na-5 and BG Faruk Metin from Na-7.
Current Commander is BG Tudorică PETRACHE from
Na-6.

Kumanovo

Celebrating 20th anniversary this year, SEEBRIG HQ is
preparing plans for next relocation in Kumanovo, Na-5
in 2020.
Journey of SEEBRIG will continue in a medium size
town Kumanovo, which will offer environment for further development of personnel and fulfillment of tasks.
City of humor, home of the finest Balkan food, multicultural and multiethnic mixture of citizens will offer its
best to be a good host.
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Human resources
in SEEBRIG
LTC Dobril RADOSLAVOV, (Na-2)
CG1

The most valuable resource for SEEBRIG is personnel
For 20 years more than 500 persons have served in SEEBRIG. Managing
human resources in international environment is not as easy as it might
seem. Qualities, professionalismand team spirit of the staff are the
best guarantees for the success of the organization.

SEEBRIG HQ is completing 20 years of experience and accumulated practices of managing human resources from
7 nations1. The duties of each nucleus staff position have
been performed by at least 8-9 generations of officers and
NCOs who have occupied it during the years. Additionally,
the full Contingency establishment (CE) has been activated
for numerous exercises and for operational deployment in
2006. Each one of these staff members contributed with
their own skills and professionalism to maintain and to promote the spirit of shared knowledge and camaraderie.
More than 500 officers and NCOs have served during the
yearsor continue serving in the Brigade HQ. They became
part of the “ONE TEAM” and all of them helped to complete
the “ONE MISSION” - to contribute to maintain peace and
security in the ever-troubled region of South-East Europe.
People are the most important and sensitive resource for
any organization.Commanders who understand this concept tend to be effective and end up leading successful
HQs and units. In this regard the Multinational Peace Force
of South-Eastern Europe (MPFSEE) has been fortunate to
have very thoughtful leaders and even visionaries occupying the position abbreviated as COMSEEBRIG. Nine flag officers held this post and each one of them left a mark with
a distinct leadership style and individual signature. Sadly,
two of our ex-commanders passed away and are no longer
with us. SEEBRIG will always remember the contribution

and bright example of LTG Hilmi Akin ZORLU from Na-7
and MG Neyko NENOV from Na-2. This year, on the occasion of the 20th anniversary two of the briefing rooms in
the SEEBRIG HQ were named after them. The main briefing
room was named ZORLU - after the first commandеr who
worked hard to establish the MPFSEE; and the Operational
Center (TOC) briefing room was named NENOV - after the
commander who led SEEBRIG to its first and unique operation in Afghanistan and brought it back without incidents.
Role of the Personnel Section
International organizationsdo not own military personnel
but rather receive it “on loan” from the nations. This makes
numerous expects of the management of human resources
in SEEBRIG more challenging than they might appear. The
role of the Personnel Section is in some ways simplified but
in others more difficult than what it would be in a national
unit. Seemingly the job comprises mostly in administering and adopting the rules, in serving as an advisor to the
Command Group and to the Senior National Representatives. In reality the G1 section does much more than that. It
develops plans for strength accounting and additional duties assignments, deals with leave policy and procedures,
promotional items, achievement certificates and awards;
assists with performance evaluation, training, discipline,
recreation, physical fitness and benefits. All this has to be
coordinated across the national lines.

1. MPFSEE nations are currently 6, after Italy’s withdrawal from the Agreement amidst the economic crisis in 2015.
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Strict implementation of the rules and a proper work-life
balance are in the interest of both personnel and the organization. For this reason, the personnel section attempts to
provide sense of stability by guaranteeing permanent, clear
rules, harmonized with all relevant national legislations.
SEEBRIG has limited influence on national rules because
they are part of a bigger compensation package and even
a tool for recruitment. Our involvement with holidays and
leave regulations has been restricted to the extent to which
states allow their nationwide rules to be subordinated to
the needs of SEEBRIG. Salaries, promotions and disciplinary power remain national prerogatives.
Qualities and Experience of the staff
The countries of South-Eastern Europe created the Multinational Peace Force of South-Eastern Europe (MPFSEE)
with the commitment to contribute to regional security and
stability. In practice the biggest contribution each participating nation makes to the organization is with personnel.
Even from monetary perspective sending people abroad
to serve in the HQ cost more than contributing to the common SEEBRIG budget. Apart from the numbers, quality is
what counts the most. Abilities, professionalism and dedication of the staff are essential for the success of the mission.
We often say that the strongest proof of nations’ commitment to the success of the MPFSEE isthe quality of the staff
that they send to servewith us. Fortunately, countries are
very selective of personnel to assign to the SEEBRIG HQ.
Many staff members have previous experience with other
international organizations. Even more importantly – some
come to us with operational experience and even after several tours of duty in combat zones. They have been a valuable asset to MPFSEE because their knowledge, profes-

sionalism, experience and integrity have been vital to the
operational planning for exercises and to facilitate mil-tomil cooperation and dialogue with external counterparts.
SEEBRIG is not isolated from the personnel management
systems of the member states. It should be rather seen as
an addition that complements them. In the same way that
we acknowledge that each staff member contributed, we
should account that they learned and gained experience
while serving in this international HQ. Everyone leaves
SEEBRIG more prepared and with more experience than
before joining. Just recently the rules for individual training
and participation in courses have been adopted to allow
our members to attend up to two courses with total duration of three weeks during their 3-year tour of duty.
For all of us – professional soldiers from different nations
there is one additional lesson to add to the career development we receive by serving in this regional, multinational
military headquarters. This would be the importance of
fostering a climate of mutual trust, cooperation, dialog and
good neighborly relations. Despite of all cultural differences and various backgrounds of personnel most of the staff
members come to us with the understanding that we are
here to work together for a common goal. Even when by
chance this is not the initial mindset, soon everyone realizes that being agreeable and having understanding of the
importance of working well together are part of the spirit
of SEEBRIG. This spirit is explicitly stated under the motto
“One team, one mission”.
As long as living people are serving in SEEBRIG there will
be challenges and there will be the need to find solutions.
Someone will always havethe difficult job to deal with the
management of the human resources – the most precious
resource for any organization.
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Training in SEEBRIG
LTC Fotios NTANTALIS, (Na-3)
G3 TRAINING
South-Eastern Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG) is currently a
brigade-size formation established by seven participating
nations in order to contribute to the regional security and
stability in the Euro-Atlantic area, and to foster cooperation
among the South-Eastern European countries. The primary
role of SEEBRIG is Peace Support Operations. In this context, it is available for employment in conflict prevention and
other peace support operations, including peace keeping,
peacemaking, peace building and humanitarian operations,
but peace enforcement.
During the 20 years of SEEBRIG the main goal is to improve
interoperability in a multinational environment and to improve the ability of co-operating with units from other countries. Therefore, training and participation in exercises were
the main topics of the last 20 years.
SEEBRIG has divided the training into three phases. Each of
them is to be given in addition to the normal military training
and two phases in advance of participating in PSO missions.
The first two phases consist of common training for all personnel and units. The third one is the training for individuals
and units in the mission area as described below:
a. Basic level training. This level refers to the Basic PSO
training for all personnel and units (Nation’s responsibility),
for officers (Nation’s responsibility) and for commanders
and staff officers (SEEBRIG responsibility).
b. Mission oriented training. Mission oriented training for all
personnel and units (Nation’s responsibility) and for SEEBRIG commanders and staff officers (SEEBRIG responsibility).
c. Training in the mission area. Training for individuals and
units (SEEBRIG responsibility) and Collective training.
(SEEBRIG responsibility).

Since the first year of SEEBRIG establishment, the Nations
were responsible for training of their units in accordance
with jointly established standards. In this context, HQ SEEBRIG has prepared Training Standards and Regulation Document and Nations have approved it. Gradually SEEBRIG staff
personnel attended courses conducted by the PfP Training Centers in Na 3, 6 and 7 and NATO School in Germany
(NSO). For example in year 2003 were 6 Officers and 6 NCOs
that attended various courses for Peace Support Operations
but in the last year the numbers increased to 15 Officers and
9 NCOs. All SEEBRIG personnel is attending at least 1 course
related to their duties with total duration up to 2 weeks during the 2 years of serving in SEEBRIG. That fact allows SEEBRIG HQ to produce high quality staffs work in same level
and standards as NATO or other Organizations do. In total,
more than 235 Officers and 90 NCOs have attended individual training at the time they were serving in SEEBRIG HQ.
At the same time, the following courses were conducted (almost every year) during the 20 years for HQ personnel:
a. Host Nation Languages Courses (HNL): depended on the
location of HQ in order to help personnel and their families, and also to improve the relations between the Host
Nation and the other Nations.
b. Key Leaders Training (KLT): Commanders (of the subordinate units) and staff officers (brigade and battalion level)
should be trained together so they are able to operate in
a multinational environment and to co-operate with units
from other countries.

EX “SEVEN STARS 2002”
Participation in ETF “CORNERSTONE 2001”
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The most important part of training during all those 20 years
is the execution and the participation in exercises. From the
first year of SEEBRIG when the first Exercise executed (CPX
“SEEBRIG-1999”) until now, SEEBRIG have executed a lot
exercises and have participated in many more.
According to the Annual Plans, since 2000 and approximately every two years, SEEBRIG is executing Exercise “SEVEN
STARS” which is a Command Post Exercise (CPX)/ Computer
Assisted Exercise (CAX) focused on a tactical level processes,
procedures and capabilities in order to reaffirm Brigade’s capability to operate as a multinational force in peace support,
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations.

f.	
CIS EX “COMBINED ENDEAVOR” (2003-20042005-2007-2008-2009-2013-2014)
g.	
CPX “EURASIAN STAR” (2004-2007-2009-20152017-2018)
h.
CPX/CAX “VIKING” (2003)
i.
CPX “ALLIED ACTION” (2004)
j.
CRO/CPX “COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATE” (2005)
k.
CPX “ARCADE SPEAR” (2005)
l.
EX “ANADOLU SAHINI” (2009)
m.
PSO EX “NOBLE JEWEL” (2010)
n.
ETF “CORNERSTONE” (2001-2002-2003)
o.
ETF “ADRIATIC PHIBLEX” (2004)
p.
CPX “TRIDENT LANCER” (2014)
q.	
CPX “SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE BLUE ANGEL
(SEEBA)” (2015)
r.
EX “BOSNA I HERCEGOVINA” (2017)
s.
CPX “EURASIAN STAR” (2017-2019)
t.
CPX “GORDIAN KNOT” (2017-2019)
u.
CPX “MAPLE ARCH” (2017-2019)
v.
CPX “DACIAN LANCER” (2018)
w.
CPX “VALIANT LYNX” (2018)
x.
CRO/CPX “SERBIA” (2018)
y.
CPX “SABER GUARDIAN”(2019)

A R T I C L E S

c. Battle Staff Training (BST): Conducted as a combination of
lectures, discussions and practical demonstrations to enhance the skills and knowledge of staff, to practice the existing SOPs and prepare them for the upcoming exercises.
d. Disaster Relief Operation Course (DRO): The training aim
to improve the common understanding of interagency cooperation in the field of the Crisis Management Disaster
Response with the participation of experts usually from
Crisis Management and Disaster Response Centre of Excellence (CMDR COE) located in Na2.
e. Also many other courses in more special topics have taken
place during the 20 years of SEEBRIG such as CIS, C-IED,
OPP, Public Affairs, Humanitarian Law, Terrorism, Cultural
Awareness etc.

The exercise usually designed to train HQ SEEBRIG staff and
companies personnel as Primary Training Audiences (PTA),
and Command Posts of sub-units, represented by their respective Response Cells (RCs), as Secondary Training Audiences (STA). Many other organizations (Red Cross/Crescent,
OSCE, etc) and other NATO/non NATO HQ (NRDCs, COEs,
LUTPOLUKRBRIG, etc) have participated as observers or
RCs in this exercise during all that years.
PSO Training in MPSOTC, 2006

PSO Training in MPSOTC, 2006

Also SEEBRIG have participated a lot of times to many exercises like bellow:
a.	
“SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE SIMULATION
(SEESIM)”
(1999-2002-2004-2006-2008-20102012-2014-2016-2018)
b.
EX “STAFEX” (2000-2002-2004-2007-2009-2010)
c.
CPX “SOUTHERNSTAR” (2002)
d.
CPX “ON GUARD” (2002)
e.	
CFX/FTX “COOPERATIVE ADVENTURE” (20022004)

EX “SEVEN STARS 2012”
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During all the exercise mentioned above the most part of SEEBRIG personnel showed the necessary professional background and preparation in conducting peace keeping operations and exchanging documents, returns and reports among
the HQ in order to improve operational capabilities through exercising HQ SEEBRIG and all assigned units and to develop a
common understanding of Peace Support Operations and Humanitarian Assistance and to enhance military interoperability
between HQ SEEBRIG and the assigned units. Also SEEBRIG HQ had the opportunity to evaluate and implement its own
deployment and operation plan, which was considered convenient with NATO standards and procedures.

CPX “SEVEN STARS 2018”

Participation in CPX “MAPLE ARCH 2017”

In conclusion we can certify that SEEBRIG’s training and exercises during the last 20 years gradually achieved their goals
among which the most important were to expand the capability of the nucleus staff and to build the best coordination
among SEEBRIG member and observer countries. All the experienced gained is giving the chance to the Commander of
SEEBRIG and the nucleus staff to get to know the capabilities of the affiliated units and the common conclusion for their
continuous efforts and commitment to SEEBRIG mission.
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Host Nation Support at the
Permanent SEEBRIG HQ
Location

LTC Athanasios DEDIKOUSIS, (Na-3)
CG4

Host Nation (HN) means a State Party of the MPFSEE
Agreement on whose territory the SEEBRIG permanent
HQ is located.
Host Nation Support (HNS) at the permanent SEEBRIG HQ
location is an important factor for its establishment and
functioning. The overall cost for functioning and maintaining a modern brigade headquarters increases continuously.
It could be reduced trough an efficient, effective and well
planned logistic support. Coordinated, rational and simplified planning and provision of HNS are key elements of
this approach. The need to achieve both efficiency and cost
effectiveness is a key element in the provision of logistic

First priority before the relocation is given to examining the
available facilities for the accommo-dation of SEEBRIG HQ
and accommodation of its Personnel and their dependents
in the new area. The assigned facilities should be furnished
and equipped in accordance with the NATO standards
for the HQ buildings – offices, briefing rooms, library, infi-

support. It is very important for HNS to be fully integrated
with the logistics planning process. Planning for the HNS
requires good co-ordination between the SEEBRIG HQ
and HN throughout the logistic planning meetings, which
precede the settlement of the SEEBRIG HQ in the territory
of the HN.
According to the MPFSEE Agreement, HN designates an
Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR).The OPR is responsible for coordinating the Host Nation Support and for the
establishment of liaison between SEEBRIG HQ with the
military and political authorities.

rmary, social rooms, mess hall, play grounds, etc., in order
to achieve the best solutions. All specific arrangements
regarding the new HQ building, security of housing area,
medical facilities and services, transportation needs, etc.
must be specified. All these facilities, services, equipment
etc. are provided by the HN.
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Also, the HN acts as Contracting and Procurement Agent
on behalf of the permanent HQ of MPFSEE in purchasing
matters, leasing and other legally binding arrangements.
For ensuring the agreed support, the HN makes the necessary arrangements with the relevant civil or military
agencies, and local contractors. Fuels, oils and lubricants
provided by the HN or purchased by the permanent SEEBRIG HQ or its Personnel, for official or private use, is free
of any taxes according to the MPFSEE Agreement and
the HN legislation.

Relocating an entire Brigade HQ (personnel and equipment) as SEEBRIG from one country to another, is always
a complex and time-consuming matter that requires skilled
work and good preparation from all parties involved.
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From the beginning of its establishment in 1999 up to
now, SEEBRIG has been located in four different countries. The relocation to Na 5 is scheduled to be accomplished In August 2020.

A R T I C L E S

THE BEGINNING IN PLOVDIV (1999-2003)

ΝΕΧΤ STOP IN CONSTANTA (2003-2007)

CONTINUING IN ISTABUL (2007-2011)

A LONG PERIOD IN TYRNAVOS, LARISA (2011-2020)

The above mentioned relocations were a great honor and
at the same time, a huge challenge for each Host Nation (Na
2, 6, 7, 3). All these years, the HNs provided and Na 3 still
continue providing assistance to SEEBRIG personnel and
their dependents, solving many issues related with their accommodation and their transactions with public services.

This year a new HN is “born” in Nation 5. I strongly believe
that working in close co-ordination with SEEBRIG HQ and
HN OPR (Na 3), they will create the best working and living conditions ensuring our personnel a smooth transition
and a rapid adaptation to the new environment during the
relocation in 2020.

The HN contribution to means and equipment was the
greatest extent possible, supporting efficiently SEEBRIG
HQ during exercises, ceremonies, anniversaries, etc..
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SEEBRIG Planning
LTC Nikolay PARVANOV, (Na-2)
CG5
This year marks two significant events in the domains of
global and regional of security and stability, namely the seventieth anniversary of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and twentieth anniversary of the Multinational Peace
Force South-Eastern Europe (MPFSEE). Since NATO is one
of the oldest common defense alliances of its kind which
has served as the foundation for Western security for the
last seven decades, SEEBRIG is committed to contribute to
regional security and stability, and to foster good neighborly relations among the countries in South-Eastern Europe
in the context of the Southeastern Europe Defence Ministerial (SEDM) process, the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC) and in the spirit of Partnership for Peace (PfP).
The 20th anniversary provided us a unique opportunity,
to take consideration what we have done and to set new
horizons for further development. There is much to commemorate and reflect on.
Nowadays, the global security environment remains unstable and complex. The world is challenged by transnational
and multi-dimensional threats creating long-term consequences for the peace and security. In response, SEEBRIG
constantly is adapting to this new security environment,
strengthening its HQ capabilities.

The decision of the MPFSEE members was to establish
and to improve SEEBRIG planning ability in a more coherent manner has to be seen as an answer to upcoming and
foreseen challenges. Therefore SEEBRIG evolution includes
formation of a new Plans section. The section was established in accordance with the Fifth Additional Protocol to
30
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the Agreement on the MPFSEE and it has been active since
April 2016. It has a prominent role in providing the expertise in operational planning, reviewing and developing of
directives, concepts and procedures, mid-term and the
long-term horizon planning likewise incorporating lessons
learned.
Since SEEBRIG is dedicated to being available, (commensurate with its capabilities) for possible employment in the
United Nations (UN) or Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)-mandated NATO-led or EUled conflict prevention and other peace support operations,
one of the main challenges for the section is the synchronization of SEEBRIG framework documents (systematically
arranged within a family of documents into the hierarchy) in
conjunction with aforementioned organizations.
Having mentioned this, it is also deemed of utmost importance to take into consideration, as regards future developments, to plan and execute assessment activities.
Assessment is a key component of the commander’s decision cycle, helping to determine the results of tactical actions in the context of overall mission objectives and providing potential recommendations for the refinement of
future plans. Assessments provide the commander with
the current state of the operational environment, the progress of the operation, and recommendations to account for
discrepancies between the actual and predicted progress.
Commanders then compare the assessment against their
vision and intent and adjust operations to ensure objectives are met and the military end state is achieved.

CONCLUSION: Plans section in the SEEBRIG does not exist for its own sake, but for reinforcing HQ in development
of those capabilities which are necessary for fulfilling the
requirement of the SEEBRIG Level of Ambition, regarding future operations. This remains the basis for all further
planning, as far as the brigade needs are concerned. To sum
up, the main idea is to focus on upgrading the assessment,
which will then help us with the further development of an
innovative and adaptive planning that can effectively respond to a wide variety of circumstances.
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The assessment process entails three distinct tasks: continuously monitoring the situation and the progress of the operations; evaluating the operation against measures of effectiveness (MOEs) and measures of performance (MOPs)
to determine progress relative to the mission, objectives,
and end states; and developing recommendations/guidance for improvement. MOEs help answer questions like:
“are we doing the right things, are our actions producing
the desired effects, or are alternative actions required?”
MOPs are closely associated with task accomplishment.
MOPs help answer questions like: “was the action taken,
were the tasks completed to standard, or how much effort
was involved?” Well-devised measures can help the commanders and staffs understand the causal relationship between specific tasks and desired effects.
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SEEBRIG Communications
and Information System (CIS)
– History and New Challenges

MAJ Daniel MOROŞANU, (Na-6)
CG6

Discussions for SEEBRIG CIS Concept were started on the
Expert Meetings one year before setting up the Brigade.
There were proposals from Nation 2, Nation 4 and Nation 7.
First draft of this Concept was prepared by SEEBRIG HQ in
April 2000 and after two CIS Expert Meetings this Concept
was improved and it was given to the PMSC for approval. It
was approved during 3rd SEDM Meeting and represented
the main document which would be used for giving SEEBRIG HQ initial operating capability using adequate, deployable, interoperable, robust and reliable CIS assets.
The SEEBRIG HQ requirements were implemented in 3
phases:
•	Phase I - CIS equipment would meet the Initial Operating Capability (IOC) of MCP &RCP.
•	Phase II - Integration and logistics of Phase I equipment for IOC of MCP &RCP and Equipment Integration and Logistics for the Engineer Task Force
(ETF) and Combat Service Support (CSS).
•	Phase III - Initial Full Operational Capability (IFOC)
for the SEEBRIG HQ Command Posts.

able to support two brigade command posts (Main Command Post and Rear Command Post) and some of the most
advanced HF and VHF radio equipment designed to support Tactical Command Posts and Brigade’s subordinate
units.
There is also a communication asset that entered in SEEBRIG endowment from the tactical requirement of a real
mission, namely KMNB IX (Kabul Multinational Brigade-IX).
In 2006, when SEEBRIG was deployed to Afghanistan under
ISAF command, the telephony subscribers’ (HQ personnel)
need for mobility became stringent and SEEBRIG capabilities from that time could not fulfill the requirement. The
problem was solved by ISAF support and shortly after that
a terrestrial trunked system was ordered. After some time,
a two nodes TETRA System based on Rhode&Schwarz
equipment represented the newest SEEBRIG CIS asset.
Now, after many years in which this equipment was used in
exercises like Combined Endeavour, Seven Stars and also in
KMNB IX Mission in Afghanistan, it is the right time to look
forward and try to start the upgrading process so the whole
SEEBRIG CIS to be in line with the latest technical achievements in this field.
In order to increase SEEBRIG effectiveness in current operational environment and provide right, up to date information for tamely and adequate response to the current
situation on the battlefield, it is fundamental for SEEBRIG
HQ to have also a deployable TOC as a primary interface
with the higher echelon (from NATO structure), providing
the minimum level of interoperability and standards of C2
Services - a deployable MCP, as normal, is too vast for current SEEBRIG HQ situation (SEEBRIG HQ only as Nucleus
Staff, manning of HQ Coy and SIG Coy) and the cost is very
high.

The concept was based on NATO requirements (C3) for
command, control and communications and it was in full
compliance with the final draft of the concept of CIS for the
forces participating in Peace Support Operations and Disaster Relief Operations.

In accordance with the SEEBRIG Command and Control
Concept, the SEEBRIG Main Command Post (MCP) is the
principal CP in the mission area. It provides COMSEEBRIG
with the staff and resources required to exercise command
and control over the SEEBRIG units. It mainly consists of
TOC and Staff Sections.

As a result of that joint endeavor SEEBRIG received in April
2003 CIS equipment fully integrated on mobile platforms,

The TOC is the focal point for all current operations. It acts
as the central focus for all information concerning the op-
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eration, as well as the co-ordination of all subordinate units
and operational staff effort. The TOC monitors and coordinates current operations so that it can provide the Command Group with the information needed to make timely
decisions.

The TOC should address a subset of Functional Area Services (as C2, Intelligence / Situational Awareness, Fire Support, Logistics), including software licenses, training and
support (on-site and on-line) like Joint Operations Center
Watch (JOCWATCH), Secure Joint Tactical Chat (JCHAT),
Land Command and Control Information Services (LC2IS),
LOGFAS etc.
The TOC should be equipped with:
- SATCOM – anchors the TOC into deployable HQ infrastructure
- W/LANs – providing access to the Mission Secret Domain
and Mission Unclassified Domain
- VoIP phones (Voice over IP) – providing secure/plain voice
- Radios – HF/VHF/UHF networks, tactical data link
- Video Conferencing System
- Tactical displays – projection-based displays
- Time zone clocks
- Power Protection System – trusted series UPS

Since the TOC is the central information point for COMSEEBRIG in the mission area it should meet the requirement to be able to move quickly and use current technology. The TOC should be easily deployed by see, air, rail or
road and should be able to be established in quick time, as
well to be break down quickly for relocation.
CIS REQUIREMENTS OF THE TOC
Essential part of any TOC is communications. The ability
to communicate with other units (higher or lower) on the
battlefield is critical. Communications also are the key to
keeping the computer system “talking”. The communications and computer systems need to be standardized because of their critical importance.

Additional equipment needed (logistic) is a transportable
Tent Shelter System comprising:
- Tent – folding frame shelter
- Power Generator – towable trailer based system
- Lighting – stringable with mounting straps
- Ventilation System – heating and cooling
- Rigid flooring, tactical furniture (tables, chairs).
The objectives (capabilities) of the possible project could
be the following:
- The implementation of a mission network as the core with
national extensions;
- The exchange of sensitive information among contributing battalions;
- The sharing of theatre related operational Commander’s
guidance, information and intelligence;
- The implementation of the Common Operating Picture
(COP).

GENERIC CIS LAYOUT
FOR A DEPLOYABLE
TOC
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SEEDRO Concept,
a Concept with the
Same Age of SEEBRIG
LTC Leonard ZHUPA, (Na-1)
CG7

Since 2009 SEEBRIG has his approved SEEDRO (SOUTH
Eastern Europe Disaster Relief Operation) Concept, which
was proposed for approval on 22nd PMSC Meeting and
was approved by 21st SEDM Ministerial Meeting in Sofia,
Na2, after a prolonged process that took almost 6 years,
despite the SEEBRIG preparation and conducting his deployment in Afghanistan in 2006. When this idea were
first introduced to SEDM nations in the aftermath of 1999
earthquake in Na7, that placed the toll at 17,127 killed and
43,959 injured, when in order to rehabilitate and restore
essential services were needed and proved to be very useful the heave engineering equipment.
The first talking points about this concept were raised during CMEP- Civil Military Emergency Planning Seminar held
in Plovdiv, Na2, from 15-19 February 2003. At 9th PMSC
held in Sinaia, Na6, on 12-13 march 2003, a SEEDROWG
(SEEDRO working Group Meeting) was established to develop TOR (Terms of reference) and SEEDRO Concept,
based on existing Engineer Task Force Concept. As is mentioned above this process took almost 6 year in order to
reach the final document. when the process started SEEBRIG had conducted two Engineer field exercises named
CORNERSTONE in close coordination with United States
Engineer units and also the Host Nations, which were SEEBRIG or SEDM nations. In total during its history SEEBRIG
conducted three CORNERSTONE exercises (2001, 2002,
2003) and one ADRIATIC PHIBLEX 04 in Croatia.
The first engineer exercise of SEEBRIG, CORNERSTONE-2001, was conducted in Na1 in April - June 2001.
During the Exercise CORNERSTONE - 2001 participating
460 personnel from 6 different countries completed the
construction of 2.7 km long road in Milot river area in Na
1. Approximately 70 working machines/vehicles worked 9
hours daily for two months period. The second was conducted in Na2 for two months period with the combined
Engineer Task Force composing of SEEBRIG ETF units, US
engineer units and host nation support units have been
working on three projects in the field, construction of a
new bridge alongside a footbridge in Sinitevo, renovation of a bridge in Ognianovo, renovation of an orphanage
building in terms of the tasks of engineer units in the humanitarian operations. And the last CORNERSTONE in Na
6, is conducted in May – July 2003.

The projects in this exercise were constructions of concrete
helo / aircraft apron and concrete access road in an air base,
demolish and remove of buildings, improvement of roads
in an air defense base, renovation of a school and road reconstruction in Corbu village, construction of helo/equipment platform, drill a water well and improvement of gravel
roads in Babadag training range. In 2004 this type of engineer exercise continued with ADRIATIC PHIBLEX 2004 in
Croatia as a LIVEX, carried out by a Coalition Engineer Task
Force which is mission tailored, consisting of USNAVEUR,
Croatian Engineer Units, SEEBRIG Engineer Task Force in
close coordination with Host Nation Support Units.

Generally the objectives for those exercises were:
To promote friendship, mutual understanding and
cooperation among the participants in terms of humanitarian intervention.
To enhance common understanding of engineering
techniques and procedures at company and platoon
level.
To promote interoperability in terms of command
and control in combined engineer operations.
To train staff personnel in terms of staff planning
procedures and emergency operations planning.
To exercise staff, units involved in the exercise using
forces deployed in field.
To validate SEEBRIG ETF concept.
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In parallel with these during SEEBRIG participation, every
two year in the SEESIM series exercises, which are related
to this Concept, the usage of SEEBRIG ETF during Humanitarian Crisis response. SEESIM series exercises are Computer Assisted Exercise (CAX) with the aim to enhance the
capabilities of South-Eastern Europe nations in responding
to security concerns, risks and threats and to strengthen
the role of the countries involved as a security and stability
factor in the region. The countries have agreed to help each
other under the SEDM initiative. Until now SEEBRIG participated in ten SEESIM exercise starting from 1999.

sponse Coordination Centre. In last two years SEEBRIG HQ
participated in two exercises that bring together all agencies of Disaster response, international and regional. The
overall aim of the exercise is to enhance interoperability,
exercise cooperation and contribute to enhancing national
capabilities of NATO Allies and partners.
The EARDCC consequence management field exercise is
jointly conducted by NATO’s Euro-Atlantic Disaster Response Coordination Centre (EADRCC) and the Sector for
Emergency Management of the Ministry of Interior of different countries.

SEEBRIG training and preparation through exercises, in order to intervene in any Disaster Response Operation could
not be accomplished without a cooperation and coordination with world or regional humanitarian assistance agencies as UN OCHA, NATO Euro Atlantic Disaster Response
Coordination Centre and European Union Emergency Re-

On March 2018 during 39th PMSC Meeting Na 3 proposed
on possible follow-up of SEDRO CONCEPT and SEEBRIG
HQ was tasked to issue a detailed DRO Capabilities List
which was finally presented on 40th PMSC Meeting that
was held in Athens . At this meeting it was agreed that SEEBRIG should conduct a SEEDRO Expert Working Group.
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1999-2019: Two Decades of
Financing SEEBRIG
LTC Georgios BOURAZANAS, (Na-3)
CG8
“…For they (the Athenians) have not less allies, who are
contributing money, therefore the war is a matter not so much
of arms as of money, that make arms useful…1”
Speech of Archidamos, King of Sparta, just before the beginning
of the Peloponnesian War.
Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War, Book A, Chapter 83.
Thucydides (around 460 BC – 390 BC)

The above mentioned quote2 of this great ancient Greece
historian could not be more accurate and applicable even
in the present day, but as far as SEEBRIG is concerned the
term “arms” describes the use of the Brigade itself as a
“weapon” or instrument of peace and cooperation.
Believing that cooperation and dialog among the countries
of South-Eastern Europe must be further developed and
considering their commitment to contribute to regional security and stability, and to foster good neighborly relations
among the countries, an Agreement on Multinational Peace
Force South-Eastern Europe (MPFSEE) was signed by the
Ministers of Defense of the 7 participating countries3 in
Skopje, on 26 September 1998.In accordance with MPFSEE
Agreement, the South-Eastern Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG)
was established and activated by these Nations, on 31st of
August 1999 in Plovdiv, Na-2.4

In a few words, SEEBRIG HQ prepares the budget estimations for the upcoming year, which are submitted to be
PMSC5 for endorsement, before the budget plan is finally
approved by SEDM6. Each participating Nations’ share is
calculated based on the slots it holds in accordance with
the HQ structure. Participating Nations pay their share annually, in two installments.

Of course no weapon can be maintained without the proper support and mainly, funding. Thus, the need to create a
common budget for SEEBRIG was born the same time the
Brigade was established.
How does it work?
The basic principles of NATO Financial Regulations (NFR’s)
apply also in SEEBRIG’s case. These are generally described
in the Agreement (ANNEX E) and extensively analyzed in
the relative SOP’s, which were drafted by the Nucleus Staff
and approved by member Nations.
1. Translation in English by the author of this article
2. “Expenditure Benefits Arms” is also the motto of Na-3 Financial Officers Corps
3. In this (alphabetical) order: Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, Republic Of North Macedonia, Romania and Turkey
4. Agreement on Multinational Peace Force South-Eastern Europe (MPFSEE) & SEEBRIG Webpage
5. Political Military Steering Committee
6. Southeast Europe Defense Ministerials
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Going back to SEEBRIG’s birth, the newly born found its
first home in Plovdiv (Na-2) and became fully activated on
the 31st of August 1999. The organization and preparation
of the activation, was a task assigned to 14 members from
all participating Nations. Thus, adequate resources were required for the HQ’s functions and activities.

FISCAL YEAR
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

All Nations responded in the most efficient way and from
the 1st of May 1999, they begun approving the Annual
Budget for the HQ and providing the appropriate funds, as
shown in the following table:

APPROVED
BUDGET
$227,596.00
226.554,00 €
$348,900.00

EXPENSES

% OF BUDGET

$105,855.00
105,370.00 €
$232,859.00

46.51

374,960.00 €
$500,950.00
568,422.00 €
$263,860.00
251,607.00 €

250,251.00 €
$337,477.00
382,931.00 €
$156,204.00
148,950.00 €

$329,060.00
260,538.00 €

$247,716.00
196,133.00 €

Until 2008, USD was used as currency for the budget plans,
statements and reports, accounts and Parties’ semestrial
shares payments. A conversion to Euro was made in the

A R T I C L E S

First Stop: Plovdiv (1999-2003)

66.74
67.37
59.20
75.28

UNSPENT
BALANCE
$121,741.00
121,184.00 €
$116,041.00
124,709.00 €
$163,473.00
185,491.00 €
$107,656.00
102.657,00 €
81,344.00
64,405.00 €

% OF BUDGET
53.49
33.26
32.63
40.80
24.72

table, using the exchange rate of USD vs Euro by the 31st
December of each respective year, so the reader can comprehend better the figures’ size.
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The Constanţa Era (2003-2007)
As of 26th June 2003, the Brigade was relocated in Constanta (Na-6). By that time it had already been declared to
UN, OSCE, EU and NATO as available, commensurate with
its capabilities, for deployment in conflict prevention and
other peace support operations (peace-keeping, peacemaking, peace-building and humanitarian operations).

Once again, Nations supported SEEBRIG’s cause with their
contributions to the HQ Budget:

FISCAL YEAR

APPROVED
BUDGET

EXPENSES

% OF BUDGET

UNSPENT
BALANCE

% OF BUDGET

2004

$426,142.00
312,857.00 €
$496,515.00

$270,508.00
198,596.00 €
$494,566.00

63.48

$155,634.00
114,261.00 €
$1,949.00

36.52

420,882.00 €
$255,350.00
193,888.00 €
$649,768.00
441,388.00 €

419,230.00 €
$181,492.00
137,807.00 €
$519,985.00
353,227.00 €

2005
2006
2007

99.61
71.08
80.03

1,652.00 €
$73,858.00
56,081.00 €
$129,783.00
88,161.00 €

0.39
28.92
19.97

What’s missing from the above table is the funding of SEEBRIG for its deployment in Afghanistan…

SEEBRIG fulfilling its Purpose (06 Feb – 06 Aug 2006)
One of the key moments in SEEBRIG history is its involvement in Peace Support Operations in Afghanistan. The
agreement on SEEBRIG Command deployment in Afghanistan was signed during the annual SEDM in Washington
38
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D.C., December 5 and 6, 2005.The Brigade acted under the
UN mandate and NATO Operational Command. During the
mission in Afghanistan the Brigade was called Kabul Multinational Brigade IX (KMNB IX).

NATION

NUMBER OF SLOTS

PERCENTAGE

TOTAL SHARE FOR
MISSION

1

9

8.91 %

1,268,238.00 €

2

18

17.82 %

2,536,478.00 €

3

18

17.82 %

2,536,475.00 €

4

12

11.88 %

1,690,986.00 €

5

9

8.91 %

1,268,239.00 €

6

18

17.82 %

2,536,477.00 €

7

17

16.83 %

2,395,563.00 €

TOTAL

101

100.00 %

14,232,455.00 €
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The tables below show the great effort expressed by funding, on behalf of the participating Nations in order to provide to
the Brigade the Military Requirements needed:

A R T I C L E S

Next stop: İstanbul (2007-2011)
In accordance with the Agreement on the MPFSEE and its
additional Protocols, SEEBRIG HQ was once again relocated on the 19th of June 2007, this time to Istanbul (Na-7).

on those residing in Southern Europe. However, participating Nations continued consistently providing the necessary
funds, in order for the Brigade to execute its mission effectively:

The global economic crisis, which started showing its effects from 2008, had its impact on all nations, especially
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FISCAL YEAR

APPROVED
BUDGET

EXPENSES

% OF BUDGET

UNSPENT
BALANCE

% OF BUDGET

2008

$650,862.00

$417,067.00

64.08

$233,795.00

35.92

509,282.00 €

326,344.00 €

2009

393,575.00 €

260,236.00 €

66.12

133,339.00 €

33.88

2010

338,980.00 €

205,519.00 €

60.63

133,461.00 €

39.37

2011

438,750.00 €

224,240.66 €

51.11

214,509.34 €

48.89
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182,938.00 €

Since the 27th of June 2011, the Brigade’s new home is located in Tyrnavos, near the city of Larisa (Na-3). Thanks to
the efforts of the Nucleus Staff and the support of Host Nation, SEEBRIG is experiencing its longest stay in one Nation
since its birth, smoothly and most vividly. The stable environment has helped the Brigade to broaden its horizons
and reflect on the way ahead.

FISCAL YEAR
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

APPROVED
BUDGET
330,520.00 €
330,520.00 €
358,050.00 €
339,700.00 €
305,000.00 €
265,000.00 €
287,700.00 €
318,340.00 €

As always, member Nations provided the appropriate funding for the relocation, which cost around 45,000 € (37,500
€ for shipping the equipment and another 7,500 € for the
NS movements), as well as for the following years:

EXPENSES

% OF BUDGET

UNSPENT
BALANCE
129,369.86 €
87,779.05 €
109,664.54 €
122,287.96 €
129,332.52 €
67,207.29 €
31,787.42 €
TBA

% OF BUDGET

201,150.14 €
242,740.95 €
248,385.46 €
217,412.04 €
175,667.48 €
197,792.71 €
255,912.58 €

60.86
73.44
69.37
64.00
57.60
74.64
88.95

39.14
26.56
30.63
36.00
42.40
25.36
11.05

During this period, in 2015 SEEBRIG experienced its first loss, after the denunciation of Italy from the Agreement. Nevertheless, the Brigade is moving forward to accomplish its mission and complete the various projects that it has undertaken.

Moving Forward: Kumanovo (Scheduled for 2020)

SEEBRIG’s journey is scheduled to continue next August
(2020), with the next relocation to Kumanovo (Na-5), near
the capital city of Skopje.
Participating Nations are expected to continue funding the
SEEBRIG Project and cover its needs in order to maintain
its operational capabilities and daily functions.

On the other hand SEEBRIG, via CG8 (Chief of Budget &
Finance), will continue to exercise strict financial policy and
transparency, so that the funds trusted to the Brigade will
be used in the most effective and economical way, in benefit of the contributing Nations.
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A R T I C L E S

Welcome to Tyrnavos, Larissa (2011- today)

A R T I C L E S

SEEBRIG Civil-Military
Cooperation (CIMIC) in a Real
Mission (Afghanistan 2006)

LTC Daniel NATU, (Na-6)
CG9

CIMIC is not going to win any war,
but without CIMIC will not be possible to win the peace

In this anniversary moment, it is a good time to remember
the great achievements of SEEBRIG and the contribution of
CIMIC; and one of the greatest example is of course the SEEBRIG deployment to Afghanistan (February – August 2006).
The Brigade participated within the NATO ISAF mission as
Kabul Multinational Brigade marking a tremendous achievement of this South-Eastern Europe project, proving that the
member states possess the willingness and the capacity to
contribute to peace and security not only in their region, but
wherever the global security is at risk.
During the mission, SEEBRIG supported the Afghan Government in maintaining a safe and secure environment in Kabul area in order to facilitate the rebuilding of this war torn
and impoverished nation. SEEBRIG efforts together with the
other contributing nations and Afghan Security Forces were
conducive to improved security and freedom of movement
42
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by repairing important roads in the area and by rebuilding of
Kabul Entry Points.
The mission would not be a complete success without the
contribution of CIMIC to projects in support of local population and the effective liaison with the relevant civil actors.
CIMIC activities contributed significantly to Force Protection
by delivering projects, patrolling the routes, and building
friendship not only with the local authorities but also with
the Afghan people. Donations were made to Pol e Charki
prison, TV Hill village and many other places. More than 476
liaison activities were conducted with the local authorities,
189 activities related to education, 113 for civilian infrastructure, 61 for public health, 30 for humanitarian support, 7 for
public security, 5 emergency/rescue services activities, and
others. Overall, more than 1200 activities were conducted
and/or coordinated by the Brigade’s CIMIC Section.

A R T I C L E S

SEEBRIG Park project
One of the marks of SEEBRIG mission in Afghanistan will remain the SEEBRIG Children Park in Kabul, built and funded by
the brigade which was a hearty present to the Afghan children on the occasion of the 2006 International Children’s Day.

Working on the goal of rebuilding Afghanistan and especially the capital Kabul, SEEBRIG represented ISAF and
with support of the French contingent they refurbished a
park for children in the Kabul’s District 11, inhabited by over
230.000 people. The project was started on 1 May 2006 in
the presence of local authorities headed by the Mayor of
Kabul. Based on Command Group decision to undertake
a specific project able to directly represent the peaceful
nature of the Brigade, this project was funded from the
common budget. CIMIC Section successfully coordinated
the development and project implementation with French
Army Engineers, local authorities and NGOs. The works

included leveling the ground, irrigation, fertilization, trees,
grass and flowers planting, benches emplacement, building
of a volleyball court and restoration of other two, digging a
deep water well, all in a 10.000 sqm area. It is to be noted
that the park had been planned in the city master development plan of 1966, but never completed, so was a symbolic
gesture of respect for the local history and desire to connect it with the future. At the inauguration were present the
Governor and the Mayor of Kabul, officers from the Afghan
Police, representatives of the United Nations Organization
for Afghanistan (UNAMA), children from District 11 and soldiers from SEEBRIG Multinational Brigade.

The park stands as a peaceful symbol of SEEBRIG contribution and friendship for the Afghan people.
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POL e Charki Prison Donation
The prison was a female correctional facility and CIMIC
assessment team found out that the Afghan authorities
allowed some inmates to take the children with them in
prison as otherwise the children would be left without care.
At that time, 80 women and 70 children were in the prison.
However, the prison administration could do little for the

children so a donation for the children was organized. It
consisted of shoes and clothing and blankets and sweets.
The gesture helped the children, came in support of the efforts of the Afghan Ministery of Justice and brought again
a smile on the children’s faces.

Voluntary contribution of staff members for funding TV Hill water
Upon the identification of critical shortage of clean water
in TV Hill area, where every day ISAF and Brigade’s vehicles
passed daily, a water reserve supply project was funded
with the contribution of SEEBRIG staff members.
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This quick impact project was useful in solving both a civilian problem and advertising the good will of the Brigade.

Following contacts with local NGOs focused on assisting the war affected children and children working on the
streets, an art sale was organized at ISAF Camp Souter
for the paintings made by the children, followed by a music performance by children studying music with Afghan

A R T I C L E S

Art Auction
traditional instruments. The event helped the children,
strengthens relationship with NGOs and was a practical example of peacekeepers commitment and support for the
Afghan people.

School supplies donations
Based on the CIMIC assessment of educational facilities
in the AOR, school supplies donations were organized.
The supplies, more than 1000 school kits, were funded
through voluntary contributions of national contintingents
in schools from Kabul District 3, in Dehmazeng District and

Bagrami District.
These activities contributed to strengthening the relationship with the local communities and proved the interest of
the Brigade contingents in providing for a better future of
Afghanistan.
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Meetings with local authorities
The relationship with the local authorities was a crucial
contribution to the success of the mission. COMSEEBRIG
BG Neyko NENOV had a very good relationship with the
Governor of Kabul, the Mayor of Kabul, the Commander
of 201st ANA Corps, National Directorate of Security and
Kabul City Police Chiefs. This good cooperation paved the

way for the success of the Joint Operations, and the projects conducted by the Brigade. The CIMIC Liaison Teams
also paid attention to building relationship with the local
leaders and population in AOR through many meetings,
visits and targeted activities.

The Afghanistan mission was not only a one time achievement, but it contributed to development and growth of
SEEBRIG CIMIC capabilities building on the lessons learned
from the actual deployment. Following the experiences in
the field, the subsequent SEEBRIG Capabilities analyses
conducted by the Nucleus staff emphasized the need for
a CIMIC tactical element at Brigade level, in line with the
requirements of the demanding PSO environment and
NATO doctrine. This eventually led to inclusion of a CIMIC

Platoon in SEEBRIG structure, as provided in the 5th Additional Protocol to MPFSEE Agreement. Also, the SOPs of
CIMIC Section were updated with practical issues resulting
from the many activities conducted in Afghanistan.
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SEEBRIG CIMIC will continue to adapt to the requirements
of the contemporary environment, but the experience of
Afghan mission will always be remembered and we must
keep building upon it.

A R T I C L E S

Morale, Welfare and
Recreation Activities
within SEEBRIG

MAJ Kleanthis PARASKEVOPOULOS, (Na-3)
G9 Plans Officer

Morale, Welfare and Recreation is essential to the resilience of the military community. When well-being is a
priority, military families are strong and service members
are mission-ready.
Morale, Welfare, and Recreation activities have been improving the lives of SEEBRIG personnel and their families
since the formation of the brigade. The mission of these activities is to provide quality, varied programs of wholesome
and constructive recreation and social activities for SEEBRIG personnel and their family members. Effective morale, welfare and recreation activities contribute to mental,
physical, social, and educational enrichment of all participants. The accomplishment of this mission directly contrib-

utes to the readiness of SEEBRIG, personal readiness and
retention of SEEBRIG personnel. These activities exist because SEEBRIG is committed to preserving the well-being
and enhancing the lives of all personnel, as well as their
families. Stress reduction, skill building, and maintaining the
self-confidence of SEEBRIG personnel and their families is
the focus of morale, welfare and recreation activities.
In order to carry out our mission, a variety of activities
and programs is implemented aiming towards this goal,
including outdoor activities, conducting sports, visiting local touristic objectives, sightseeing and entertainment (e.g.,
Anniversary dinner, new year dinner, SEEBRIG spouses
gathering).

Feb 2010, Study trip to Bursa

Jun 2010, Weekly football match

Oct 2011, Study trip to Delphi

Nov 2011, Visit to Agricultural museum of Thessaly
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Benefits from morale, welfare and recreation activities:
• Physical Health: Recreational activities, especially outdoor ones improve one’s health like maintaining lower
body fat percentages, lowering blood and cholesterol
levels, increasing muscular strength, flexibility, muscular
endurance, body composition and cardiovascular endurance. Overall it increases one’s stamina and energy level
resulting in more focus for military activities. As we all
know “health is wealth”.

May 2012, Visit to Dion

Oct 2013, SEEBRIG ladies lunch

• Improved Quality of Life: People who make recreation
a priority are more likely to feel satisfied with their lives
overall. Recreational activities help to create a balance
between daily battle rhythm pressure with physical and
mental well-being. The effects of recreation are multifold. It enriches self-expression, self-fulfillment ability,
interpersonal skills, techniques and methods of using leisure, physical strength, creative expression, and aesthetic
sense. Such attributes have a favorable effect on human
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• Mental Health: Mental health is essential for overall physical health. Recreational activities help manage stress. It
provides a chance to nurture oneself and provides a
sense of balance and self-esteem, which can directly reduce anxiety and depression. There is also an increased
motivation to work more effectively within a military environment. It provides a channel for releasing tension and
anxiety thus facilitating emotional stability and resilience.
Such activities help military personnel to become more
self-reliant, emphatic and self-disciplined.

Dec 2012, Xmas dinner

Dec 2016, Larissa museums visit

beings who have limits in everyday life. Therefore, recreation is allowed to be used as a tool of therapy. Physical
activity-based recreation helps participants recover from
the deteriorated physical strength, caused by the lack of
exercise, and develops the latent ability to achieve selfrealization. This also helps people to deal with common
day to day problems more effectively as it makes people
more optimists and with a positive outlook to life.

Jan 2017, Social trip to Athens

in making or unmaking his morale. A cause known and believed in; knowledge that substantial justice governs discipline; the individual’s confidence and pride in himself, his
comrades, his leaders; the unit’s pride in its own will; these
basic things, supplemented by intelligent welfare and recreation measures and brought to life by a spirit of mutual
respect and co-operation, combine to weld a seasoned
fighting force capable of defending SEEBRIG’s values.

A R T I C L E S

Military morale is in a large sense inseparable from civilian
morale because each reacts upon the other and both are
in large measure based on fidelity to a cause. But there is
a certain kind of morale that is distinctly military. It begins
with the soldier’s attitude toward duty. It develops with the
soldier’s command over himself. It is a spirit that becomes
dominant in the individual and also in the group. Whether
the soldier has physical comforts or suffers physical hardships may be a factor but is seldom the determining factor

Oct 2017, Social trip to Thessaloniki

Sep 2018, Olympus mt. hiking

Dec 2018, Social trip to Kastoria - Edessa

Physical Training of SEEBRIG’s nucleus staff

In SEEBRIG’s gym - Tyrnavos Na-3
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May 2019, Kissavos mt. Trekking

July 2019, Study Trip of SEEBRIG - Heraklion, Crete (Na-3)
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July 2019, Study Trip of SEEBRIG - Knossos, Crete (Na-3)

July 2019, Study Trip of SEEBRIG - Thermopiles (Na-3)

